The spatially constrained inversion (SCI) is a robust methodology for quasi-3D modeling of geoelectrical and EM data of varying spatial density, using a 1D forward solution. Information migrate horizontally through spatial constraints applied between nearest neighboring soundings, and allow resolution of layers that would be locally poorly resolved. The constraints are built using the Delaunay triangulation, which ensures automatic adaptation to data density variations. In this study the SCI was applied to airborne Time domain EM soundings, but it can be implemented also with other data types. The field case study proves that the SCI produces laterally smooth results that respect the 3D geological variations of sedimentary settings, while suppressing the elongated artifacts commonly seen in profile oriented data sets.
INTRODUCTION
Airborne electromagnetic (AEM) surveys carried out around the globe produce thousands of km of data every year. Because of the enormous computational costs involved in a full 3D inversion, these data are usually inverted using a 1D forward model. The 1D model assumption is legitimate in quasi layered sedimentary areas. In some cases the resulting models are simply stitched together (Auken et al., 2003; Huang and Fraser, 2003) . This approach can give abrupt variations in neighboring models because of noisy data and equivalent models. This is a non-optimal result for sedimentary environments where the lateral variations are expected to be smooth. Models with the smooth lateral variations can be achieved either working in the data domain, or in the model domain. The first approach, widely used both with frequency and time domain airborne EM data, entails smoothing the raw data before inversion. In the second approach, constraints are applied between adjacent output models during the inversions. Examples of constrained inversions methodologies are the laterally constrained inversion (LCI) of galvanic, (Auken and Christiansen, 2004) , and EM data (Santos, 2004) , and the simultaneous inversion method of galvanic data (Gyulai and Ormos, 1999) . Each of these processing or inversion techniques is profile-oriented, in the sense that it aims at producing a continuum along a line. However, they don't create any connection between neighboring lines. Features that are perpendicular to lines benefit only partially from in-line constraints or averaging, as there no information is passed between adjacent lines. This means that profile-oriented techniques favor structures following the flight direction. Producing area maps based on such methodologies often results in some lineation following the fight paths. In this abstract we expand the concept of along-profile, laterally constrained inversion (LCI), to the Spatially Constrained Inversion (SCI), which operates both along and across profiles.
SCI METHODOLOGY
The mathematical formulation of the SCI is identical to that of LCI (Auken and Christiansen, 2004) . It is a least squares inversion of a layered earth regularized through spatial constraints, which give smooth lateral transitions. Information migrate between neighboring sounding through the constraints. All data sets are inverted simultaneously, minimizing a common objective function. Both the data and the constraints are part of the inversion, which therefore results in output models that balance between the data and the constraints. Model parameters that exert little influence on the data will be controlled by the constraints, and vice versa. The main difference between LCI and SCI lies in the covariance matrix which describes which soundings have to be constrained to which, and how strongly. The first step for constraining soundings that are scattered over an area is to choose a strategy for connecting these points. Such connections need to be repeatable, not arbitrary, and adapt, as much as possible, to the spatial distributions of the dataset. In our approach, we use for this purpose the so-called Delaunay triangulation (Delaunay, 1934) . Given a set of points in a plane, Delaunay triangulation represents the only way to triangulate them, so that all the points in the set that do not belong to a given triangle are external to the circumcircle of that triangle. This means that the points at the vertexes of the given triangle are nearest neighbors. A very important consequence of Delaunay triangles characteristics is that they vary in dimension according to the local data density. They adapt to the data set so that they are small and numerous in high density areas, large and fewer in low density areas. The number of connections to each sounding is not set arbitrarily, but it depends on data density and distribution. Figure 1 shows the Delaunay triangulation of a set of 5477 SkyTEM (Sørensen and Auken, 2004 ) soundings recorded in the Stevnstrup area, in eastern Jutland, Denmark. Delaunay triangulation connects at least two adjacent lines, which is the preliminary condition for breaking down the line orientation in the data. The second step for setting the constraints, is to decide to how many neighboring soundings should the each sounding be constrained. We choose to set the constraint between the nearest neighbors. That is, between the soundings connected by Delaunay triangles. This way each sounding is linked to his "best companions", i.e., the nearest neighbors. They, in turn, are constrained to their nearest neighbors and so on. The result is a continuum of interconnected soundings, each of which is only constrained to his nearest neighbor. Information spreads horizontally between nearest neighbors, and then to the whole data set. The lateral constraints can be set between any model parameter. Our approach is to constrain layer resistivities and depths to layer boundaries. The strength of the constraints that result in suitable layer continuity is determined empirically. In the present formulation, the SCI uses non sparse matrices. This requires typical data set of thousands of soundings to be divided into smaller sub sets. Each sub set is then inverted with spatial constraints, as a unit. We produce the cells using the pre-constructed Delaunay triangles, and following the underlying criteria that it should be the spatial distribution of the data itself to guide their construction. We select a starting point (the location of a TEM sounding) randomly, and then identify its nearest neighbors, as defined above. They produce an outer border around the staring point. Then we identify the nearest neighbors to each of the points along the border. This way the cell is expanded to next order of nearest neighbors. We keep expanding the cell in a similar fashion until a predefined number of points are included in the cell. For a 5 layers model, ≈ 100 soundings per cell give an acceptable computing efficiency. After the first cell 1 C has been built, the second one 2 C is obtained by iterative nearest neighbors expansions around one of the points along the outer border of the first cell. The third cell is built from one of the points on the outer border of either the first cell, or of the second cell, and so on (see Figure  2a) . Note the irregular shapes of the cells. Such irregularity is dictated by the spatial distribution of the sounding, which governs the Delaunay triangles and the therefore the nearest neighbors. After the cells have been prepared, we perform the SCI of each of the cells. The total number of cells is divided into as many CPUs are available, and the SCI is run in parallel on different machines. No information flows between cells. The results of this parallel run are used as a priori information and/or starting models for a second and final SCI run, in which information is passed between neighboring cells. This involves expanding the cells around their borders, one more order of nearest neighbors. In this way we create a double overlap between neighboring cells, similar to railway tracks (see figure 2b) . This is the smallest overlap that ensures a robust migration of information between cells, which guaranties model parameter continuity across the cells. This two runs mechanism ensures, at least to a first order approximation, a continuous flow of information between all soundings, independently of the cells. 
FIELD EXAMPLE
The SCI can be applied to all data types for which a 1D forward response exists. In this paper we cover the case of airborne TEM soundings collected with skyTEM. We present a case study from a 80 km 2 survey (5477 soundings) in the Stevnstrup area, Denmark In general terms, the geology of the survey area consists of Danien limestone at the bottom, saturated with residual saltwater in the very deep parts and infiltrating freshwater in the more shallow parts. On top of this is 0 -100 m Paleogene clay with an average resistivity of 2-5 ohmm. The uppermost part of the sequence is till with a varying clay mineral content and glacial sands. Buried valleys incised into the Paleogene clay are filled with outwash sand and gravel and represent important aquifer structures. In figure 3 we compare the results in form of mean resistivity values at different elevation intervals of three different inversion approaches: a) individual soundings stitched together, b) LCI along the flight lines, and c) SCI on the whole area. Each inversion has same starting models, and 5 layers. The mean resistivity maps clearly demonstrate the effect of the inversion approch. The LCI promotes along line continuity, for example in the area that delimits a buried valley, which runs in the east-west direction, but it also introduces evident and widespread elongated features coincident to the flight lines. The SCI, on the contrary, produces smooth variations in every direction. It clearly delineates the borders of the buried valley. It resolves continues west-east features, especially marked in the region of the valley, that are not identified by the other two methods. The good conductor present at depth in the valley represents residual saline in the limestone, whereas the shallower resistive structure visible in figure corresponds to unconsolidated sediments. Borehole data and other information available, which, for concision, could not be inserted here, confirm that the SCI matches the geological variations better than the single site inversion, and of the LCI. There are no obvious artifacts resulting from the location and shapes of the cells used in the SCI. An analysis of the models parameter covariance also proves that the SCI produces well determined parameters.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The SCI applies horizontal constrains for ensuring lateral continuity, and for resolving model parameters that have little influence on the single soundings. The Delaunay triangulation sets the constraints and the SCI adapts efficiently to data density variations. In profile oriented data sets, it ensures connection between adjacent lines by means of across-line constraints.
The study here presented proves that the SCI can be successfully applied for quasi 3D modeling of TEM data in sedimentary environments. It produces well determined results which are more geologically acceptable than individual soundings inversions, and than profile oriented methodologies, like the LCI. It is especially useful for the processing of profile oriented data, such as AEM, where it eliminates the common elongated features that coincide with the direction of the survey (i.e., flight lines). Based on a 1D forward approximation, it allows 3D modeling of EM data in reasonable computing times. The SCI concept is applicable to any data type. The Delaunay triangulation ensures an efficient connection of data points with very different data density. SCI could therefore be applied also to a combination of similar data sets coming from methodologies with different data sampling density such as galvanic (surface or downhole), and TEM or HEM measurements. The SCI has the potential of being particularly effective in fixed-wing airborne EM (AEM) systems data, which experience flight-direction dependent asymmetries
